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Description

On my Luminous cluster (ceph version 12.2.11 (26dc3775efc7bb286a1d6d66faee0ba30ea23eee) luminous (stable)), the default

values for mon_health_to_clog_interval and mon_health_to_clog_tick_interval are the following:

mon_health_to_clog_interval = 3600

mon_health_to_clog_tick_interval = 60.000000

On the documentation, they should be:

mon health to clog tick interval = 60.000000

mon_health_to_clog_interval = 3600

Instead of:

mon health to clog tick interval = 3600

mon health to clog interval = 60

I still need to verify if these are the defaults for mimic and nautilus.

Related issues:

Copied to RADOS - Backport #41529: nautilus: doc: mon_health_to_clog_* values... Resolved

Copied to RADOS - Backport #41530: mimic: doc: mon_health_to_clog_* values fl... Resolved

History

#1 - 08/25/2019 03:18 AM - James McClune

Verified on nautilus (ceph version 14.2.2 (4f8fa0a0024755aae7d95567c63f11d6862d55be) nautilus (stable)) that the defaults are:

mon health to clog tick interval = 60.000000

mon_health_to_clog_interval = 3600

#2 - 08/26/2019 12:38 AM - James McClune

- Pull request ID set to 29867

#3 - 08/26/2019 12:38 AM - James McClune

- Backport set to mimic,luminous

#4 - 08/26/2019 09:08 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Project changed from Ceph to RADOS

- Category deleted (documentation)

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review
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- Target version set to v15.0.0

- Start date deleted (08/22/2019)

- Tags deleted (documentation,mon)

- Backport changed from mimic,luminous to nautilus,mimic

#5 - 08/26/2019 09:09 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved

#6 - 08/26/2019 09:10 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Status changed from Resolved to Pending Backport

#7 - 08/27/2019 08:46 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #41529: nautilus: doc: mon_health_to_clog_* values flipped added

#8 - 08/27/2019 08:46 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #41530: mimic: doc: mon_health_to_clog_* values flipped added

#9 - 10/02/2019 01:12 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved".
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